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Modeling and Visualizing Uncertainty in
Gene Expression Clusters Using
Dirichlet Process Mixtures
Carl Edward Rasmussen, Bernard J. de la Cruz, Zoubin Ghahramani, and David L. Wild
Abstract—Although the use of clustering methods has rapidly become one of the standard computational approaches in the literature
of microarray gene expression data, little attention has been paid to uncertainty in the results obtained. Dirichlet process mixture (DPM)
models provide a nonparametric Bayesian alternative to the bootstrap approach to modeling uncertainty in gene expression clustering.
Most previously published applications of Bayesian model-based clustering methods have been to short time series data. In this paper,
we present a case study of the application of nonparametric Bayesian clustering methods to the clustering of high-dimensional nontime
series gene expression data using full Gaussian covariances. We use the probability that two genes belong to the same cluster in a
DPM model as a measure of the similarity of these gene expression profiles. Conversely, this probability can be used to define a
dissimilarity measure, which, for the purposes of visualization, can be input to one of the standard linkage algorithms used for
hierarchical clustering. Biologically plausible results are obtained from the Rosetta compendium of expression profiles which extend
previously published cluster analyses of this data.
Index Terms—Clustering, classification, and association rules, biology and genetics, bioinformatics (genome or protein) databases,
statistical computing, stochastic processes, Monte Carlo.
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
THE use of clustering methods has rapidly become one ofthe standard computational approaches to understand-
ing microarray gene expression data [1], [2], [3]. In
clustering, the patterns of expression of different genes
across time, treatments, and tissues are grouped into distinct
clusters (perhaps organized hierarchically) inwhich genes in
the same cluster are assumed to be potentially functionally
related or to be influenced by a common upstream factor.
Such cluster structure can be used to aid the elucidation of
regulatory networks. For example, a compendium of gene
expression profiles corresponding to mutants and chemical
treatments can be used as a systematic tool to identify gene
functions because mutants or drug targets that display
similar profiles are likely to share cellular functions [4]. It
would also be expected that gene knockouts/mutations or
treatments that have impact on the same signaling or
metabolic pathway or affect the same organelle would
exhibit some overlap in altered gene expression profiles.
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering [1] is one of the
most frequently usedmethods for clustering gene expression
profiles. However, commonly used methods for agglomera-
tive hierarchical clustering rely on the setting of some score
threshold to distinguishmembers of a particular cluster from
nonmembers, making the determination of the number of
clusters arbitrary and subjective. The algorithm provides no
guide to choosing the “correct” number of clusters or the
level at which to prune the tree. It is often difficult to know
which distance metric to choose, especially for structured
data such as gene expression profiles. Moreover, these
approaches do not provide a measure of uncertainty about
the clustering, making it difficult to compute the predictive
quality of the clustering and to make comparisons between
clusterings based on different model assumptions (e.g.,
numbers of clusters and shapes of clusters). In this paper,
we use statistical inference to overcome these limitations. An
important issue that must be addressed in any clustering
method is the question of howmany clusters to use. Bayesian
statistics and model-based approaches can provide elegant
solutions to model selection questions of this kind. With
these approaches, there is no need to make arbitrary choices
about how many clusters there are in the data; nevertheless,
after modeling, one can still ask questions such as “how
probable is it that two genes belong to the same cluster?”
Within a Bayesian framework, all assumptions are
presented in terms of priors and the choice of likelihood
function. Since it seems unreasonable to assume that
complex gene expression data have been generated by
some small finite number of causes, an elegant nonpara-
metric approach is to assume that the data was in fact
generated from an infinite number of Gaussian clusters. In a
Gaussian clustering model, each gene expression profile
represents a multidimensional vector of measurements and
the probability distribution for each cluster is assumed to be
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a multivariate Gaussian. We describe an approach to the
problem of automatically clustering microarray gene ex-
pression profiles based on the theory of infinite Gaussian
mixtures (or Dirichlet process mixtures, DPM) [5], [6]. This
theory is based on the observation that the mathematical
limit of an infinite number of components in an ordinary
finite mixture model (i.e., clustering model) corresponds to
a Dirichlet process prior [5], [6], [7]. In an infinite Gaussian
mixture model, there is no need to make arbitrary choices
about how many clusters there are in the data. Although in
theory, the infinite mixture model has an infinite number of
parameters, surprisingly, it is possible to do exact inference
in these infinite mixture models efficiently using Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methodology, since only the
parameters of a finite number of the mixture components
need to be represented explicitly. The theory of DPM
models has a long history, going back to [7], [8], and [9], and
has recently become popular with the availability of fast
MCMC inference, see [6] and [10] for early examples. We
first proposed and implemented the application of DPMs to
clustering gene expression profiles in an extended con-
ference abstract in 2002 [11]. Although this work is not
widely known and cited, many groups have subsequently
independently rediscovered the value of a fully Bayesian
analysis based on DPMs to this problem [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16]. We have also subsequently applied the approach to the
clustering of protein sequences [17].
In this paper, we illustrate our methods in detail, with a
practical application to a well-studied data set: the Rosetta
compendium of expression profiles corresponding to
300 diverse mutations and chemical treatments in
S. cerevisiaie [4]. We describe a simple but novel method
of visualizing the results which facilitates comparison with
the dendrograms obtained by the usual hierarchical cluster-
ing approach to this type of data. While our results confirm
many of the previously published clusters identified in this
data set, they also provide new biological insights by
revealing a finer level of granularity in the clustering. These
results are consistent with recent literature which suggests
that distinct functions may share proteins and have over-
lapping regulatory mechanisms.
2 METHODS
2.1 Dirichlet Process Mixture Models
Although hierarchical clustering is the most widely used
method for clustering gene expression data, model-based
nonhierarchical methods have also been explored. One
commonly used computational method of nonhierarchical
clustering based on measuring euclidean distance between
gene expression profiles is given by the k-means algorithm
[18], [19]. However, the k-means algorithm is inadequate for
describing clusters of unequal size or shape [20]. A
generalization of k-means can be derived from the theory
of maximum likelihood estimation of Gaussian mixture
models [21], [22]. In a Gaussian mixture model, the data
(e.g., gene expression profiles, which can be arranged into
p-dimensional vectors y) is assumed to have been generated
from a finite number (k) of Gaussians:
P ðyÞ ¼
Xk
j¼1
jPjðyÞ; ð1Þ
where j is the mixing proportion for cluster j (fraction of
population belonging to cluster j;
P
j j ¼ 1; j  0), and
PjðyÞ is a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean j
and covariance matrix j. The clusters can be found by
fitting the maximum likelihood Gaussian mixture model as
a function of the set of parameters  ¼ fj; j;jgkj¼1 using
the EM algorithm [21]. Euclidean distance corresponds to
assuming that the j are all equal multiples of the identity
matrix.
Starting from a finite mixture model (1), we define a
prior over the mixing proportion parameters . The natural
conjugate prior for mixing proportions is the symmetric
Dirichlet distribution, with concentration parameter =k:
P ðjÞ ¼ ðÞ
ð=kÞk
Yk
j¼1

=k1
j ; ð2Þ
where  controls the distribution of the prior weight
assigned to each cluster, and  is the gamma function.
We then explicitly include indicator variables ci for each
data point (i.e., gene expression profile) which can take on
integer values ci ¼ j, j 2 f1; . . . ; kg, corresponding to the
hypothesis that data point i belongs to cluster j. Under the
mixture model, by definition, the prior probability is
proportional to the mixing proportion: P ðci ¼ jjÞ ¼ j. A
key observation is that we can compute the conditional
probability of one indicator variable given the setting of all
the other indicator variables after integrating over all
possible settings of the mixing proportion parameters:
P ðci ¼ jjci; Þ ¼
Z
P ðci ¼ jjci; ÞP ðjci; Þ d
¼ ni;j þ =k
n 1þ  ;
ð3Þ
where ci is the setting of all indicator variables except the
ith, n is the total number of data points, and ni;j is the
number of data points belonging to cluster j not including i.
By Bayes rule
P ðjci; Þ ¼ P ðjÞ=P ðcijÞ
Y
‘6¼i
P ðc‘jÞ; ð4Þ
which is also a Dirichlet distribution, making it possible to
perform the above integral analytically. We can now take
the limit of k going to infinity, obtaining a Dirichlet
process with differing conditional probabilities for clusters
with and without data: For clusters where ni;j > 0:
pðci ¼ jjci; Þ ¼ ni;jn1þ . For all other clusters combined:
pðci 6¼ ci0 for all i0 6¼ ijci; Þ ¼ n1þ . This shows that the
probabilities are proportional to the occupation numbers,
ni;j. Using these conditional probabilities, one can Gibbs
sample from the indicator variables efficiently, even
though the model has infinitely many Gaussian clusters.
Having integrated out the mixing proportions, one can
also Gibbs sample from all of the remaining parameters of
the model, i.e., f;gj, or one can integrate these out as
well. The details of these procedures can be found in [6].
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2.2 Data Preprocessing
All gene expression profile data were obtained from the
web site http://www.rii.com/tech/pubs/cell_hughes.htm.
Data from the treatment and mutant experiments were
concatenated with the control (“wild-type”) experiments.
To facilitate direct comparison of our results with pre-
viously published work, profiles were selected from the raw
data to include only experiments with two or more genes
up or down-regulated by more than threefold, and
significant at p  0:01 under a gene-specific error model,
as described by Hughes et al. [4]; and to include only genes
that were up or down-regulated more than threefold,
significant at p  0:01 in two or more experiments. Follow-
ing Hughes et al. [4], missing data were replaced by row
(column) means.1 The final data set comprised 636 genes
and 194 experiments (including controls).
2.3 Computational Experiments
For all data sets, the dimensionality of the data was first
reduced by projecting the data onto the 10 leading eigen-
directions of the correlation coefficient matrix. These
10 directions captured most of the variance in the data.
This 10-dimensional projection of the data, y, was then
modeled with the DPM model. A fully Bayesian approach
to choosing the number of dimensions of the low-dimen-
sional projection is beyond the scope of this paper;
however, one possibility would be based on defining a
DPM of factor analyzers, which combines clustering with
dimensionality reduction [23]. We have experimented with
using 5 and 15 directions in the projection; in both cases, the
inference algorithm discovers fewer represented mixture
components.
The parameters of the model were assigned prior
distributions following [6]. The priors on the parameters
of the Gaussian mixtures were conditionally conjugate,
specifically Gaussian for the means and Wishart for the
covariances (with top-level parameters set to the moments
of the data, such that the entire procedure is insensitive to
translation, rotation, and rescaling of the data). The prior on
the concentration parameter was chosen to be vague,
identical with [6].
The mixture model was initialized with all data
belonging to a single Gaussian, and a large number of
Gibbs sampling sweeps are performed, updating all
variables and parameters, i.e., ffj;jg; fcig; g, in turn
by sampling from the conditional distributions derived in
the previous sections and described in more detail in [6].
To assess the mixing time, we examined the autocorrela-
tion coefficients for the number of represented compo-
nents (see Fig. 1). We chose the number of represented
components as a diagnostic, as this is one of the properties
of the state which changes most slowly. We estimated the
mixing time as the sum of the autocorrelation coefficients
from a large negative lag to large positive lag. For the
transcript response clustering experiment, shown in Fig. 1,
the mixing time is about 200. We then ran the final
MCMC to generate 100 roughly independent samples, by
using a burn-in of 10,000 samples, and then saving every
1,000th sample for the next 100,000 samples. This took
34 minutes on a desktop computer. For the clustering of
experimental conditions, a similar strategy reveals a
somewhat slower mixing time of 60,000. We thus ran
the chain initially for 100,000 iterations for burn-in, and
then for 11,000,000 samples, keeping every 100,000th to
get 100 roughly independent samples. This takes about
11 hours on a desktop, but the results of a 100 times
shorter run (6 minutes) are virtually indistinguishable.
2.4 Visualization of Results
We wish to determine the probability that two genes belong
to the same cluster, i.e., have similar functional roles or are
influenced by a common upstream factor. Unlike methods
based on a single clustering of the data, the approach
described in this paper computes this probability while
taking into account all sources of model uncertainty
(including number of clusters and location of clusters).
Specifically, we use the probability pij that two genes i and j
belong to the same cluster in the DPM model as a measure
of the similarity of these gene expression profiles. Con-
versely, 1 pij defines a dissimilarity measure, which for the
purposes of visualization, can be input to one of the
standard linkage algorithms used for hierarchical clustering
(Fig. 6). We can easily compare the dendrograms thus
obtained to the usual hierarchical clustering approach,
which computes distance metrics directly on the gene
expression profiles or correlation coefficients between
profiles [1]. Clustering is done in both directions: both by
gene transcripts and by experimental profiles.
2.5 Annotation of Clusters by Gene Ontology
An important first step toward obtaining a functional
profile of a gene list is to cluster the genes in terms of a
comprehensive, well-structured set of functional categories
such as that defined by the Gene Ontology (GO) Database.
GO provides three structured ontologies of defined terms to
describe gene product attributes: biological process, mole-
cular function, and cell component. Groups annotated at the
highest level in the GO hierarchy (biological process) are
likely to contain genes involved in related pathways. In
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1. We note that a full Bayesian treatment of missing data would involve
integrating over the missing values.
Fig. 1. The autocorrelation coefficient function for the number of
represented components for the clustering of gene experiments. The
function is only shown for positive lags, but is symmetric. The area under
the curve (including both sides) is about 200.
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order to find statistically significant GO annotations related
to a given cluster of genes, we looked for annotation terms
that are overrepresented in this cluster. The probability that
this overrepresentation is not found by chance can be
calculated by the use of a hypergeometric test. Because of
the effects of multiple testing, a subsequent correction of the
p-values is necessary, and we used the SGD GO Term Finder
http://db.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTermFinder
[24], which applies a Bonferroni correction.
After identifying clusters and their members, the SGD
GO Term Finder was used to determine whether clusters
were overrepresented by particular cellular localization,
molecular function, or molecular process GO terms.
Absolute p-value depends on size of clusters and the size
of the reference list, in this case, all yeast ORFs with an
assigned GO term. The set of experimental clusters shrinks
when we exclude double mutants, chemical treatments, and
wild type profiles. It should also be noted that SGD GO
Term Finder does not calculate underrepresented GO terms
and this has not been considered here. It can be seen for
some clusters that the assigned GO term may be either too
specific or too general. For example, cluster 15 of the
clustering of experiments has as its top molecular process
GO term “physiological process,” a high-level ontology but
not insightful. For the same cluster, the best molecular
function GO term is given as “hydrolase activity, acting on
carbon-nitrogen (but not peptide) bonds, in linear ami-
des”—this is a low-level, highly specific function yet also
not immediately insightful. Rather than focusing on the best
hit alone, all significant GO terms are used to provide
insight (see supplemental material, Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6,
which can be found on the Computer Society Digital
Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TCBB.2007.70269).
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Clustering by Transcript Response
In all, 636 transcripts were found to meet the prefiltering
criteria described in Section 2. That is, these genes are those
most affected by the gene knockouts/treatments which
constitute the experimental conditions. In Fig. 2, we show
the relative frequency of the number of represented
components over the MCMC samples. It shows that
between 40 and 70 components are likely. This wide range
of number of clusters underlines our premise that the
individual clusterings found are associated with substantial
uncertainties. Rather than picking one particular clustering,
in the following, we always visualize properties averaged
over all states sampled by MCMC.
In Fig. 3, we show the number of times, out of
100 samples, that the indicator variables for two genes were
equal. As described in Section 2, this may be interpreted as
the probability pij that two genes i and j belong to the same
cluster, and the different colors represent this probability.
We refer to pij as the co-occurrence probability of genes i and
j. The granularity of this clustering is determined by the
data and not by some user-defined threshold. Large solid
blocks of color along the diagonal correspond to homo-
geneous clusters. Note that in our method, sequences may
partially belong to more than one cluster; off-diagonal
elements indicate such “cross-clustering” or overlapping
clusters. These off-diagonal blocks (such as cluster 2 or 4 in
Fig. 3) may indicate one of two possibilities: It may mean
that there is uncertainty in whether a set of genes should be
assigned to one of the two clusters, or it may indicate a set
of genes which should really belong simultaneously to two
clusters. In this latter case, the fundamental assumption that
a gene belongs to only one cluster does not apply, and
suggests the existence of overlapping regulatory pathways.
We focus on 17 transcript response clusters (TCs) repre-
sented as blocks of color along the diagonal (cluster
members are given in Tables 1 and 2). Of these, 11 clusters
form a single group along the diagonal; while in five cases,
the clusters are broken into subclusters (clusters 2, 4, 9, 12,
and 15). These are seen as mirrored bands above the
background color (dark blue) and off the diagonal. The
subclusters indicate that, while their members are most
closely linked, there is also simultaneously a weaker affinity
for other clusters. Using the SGD GO Term Finder, we
determined overrepresented GO terms for each of the
17 TCs. The top GO term and the p-value for each TC is
given in Tables 3, 4, and 5. Significance is defined as
p < 102.
Hughes et al. [4] applied agglomerative hierarchical
clustering using a correlation coefficient-based distance
metric [1]. They identified eight main transcript response
clusters: PAU, RNR2,3,4, ergosterol, amino acid biosynth-
esis, calcineurin/PKC, mitochondrial function, mating, and
S/C (general stress response and carbohydrate metabo-
lism). The PAU cluster includes a family of genes noted
only for their lack of serine residues, and for being induced
during anaerobic growth, but which otherwise do not have
a known function [25], [26]. The RNR cluster represents
genes that respond to DNA damage. The following TCs in
Fig. 3 appear to match with the following groups found by
Hughes et al.: PAU (TC 5), RNR (TC 3), ergosterol (TC 13),
mitochondrial function (TC 1), and mating (TC 6). The other
clusters described by Hughes et al., in particular, the S/C
cluster and amino acid biosynthesis cluster, are distributed
over several TC clusters. In particular, TC 4 (monosacchar-
ide transport), TC 7 (general amino acid biosynthesis), TC 8
(carbohydrate transport), TC 14 (sulfur metabolism), TC 15
(vitamin metabolism), TC 16 (beta-alanine biosynthesis),
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Fig. 2. Number of represented components for the clustering of
transcript responses experiment. This figure shows that the relative
number of components along the MCMC run varies between about 40
and 70.
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and TC 17 (polyamine transport). As such, the DPMmethod
was able to distribute the general S/C and amino acid
biosynthesis groups into more specific clusters.
TC 2, TC 11, and TC 12 all exhibit significance for “cell
wall,” “plasma membrane,” and “cytokinesis” GO terms.
Examination of the cluster members suggests that TC 2 is
involved in the formation of themating bud. The best process
GO term associatedwith TC 11 is “cytokinesis, completion of
separation.” TC 12 is associated with process GO term “cell
wall organization and biogenesis.”We note that for TC 5, the
best hit for all three GO categories is “unknown.” Cluster 5 is
a large group (32 transcripts) and contains 20 out of 21 PAU
genes (PAU 7 appears in TC 8). TC 5 also contains five DAN/
TIR mannoprotein genes, which are typically part of the cell
wall. This is in agreement with work indicating the
importance of these sets of ORFs in cell wall integrity [27],
suggesting that TC 5 is yet another “cell wall” cluster. This
identification of a new cluster of “cell wall” transcripts
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Fig. 3. Co-occurrence probabilities of the 636 transcript response clusters. This figure shows the number of times, out of 100 samples, that the
indicator variables for two genes were equal. This may be interpreted as the probability pij that two genes i and j belong to the same cluster, and the
different colors represent this probability. Numbers 1-17 indicated in the margins refer to the TCs discussed in detail in the text. The subfigures
represent a magnified view of portions of the larger figure. A larger version of this figure is available in the supplementary materials, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TCBB.2007.70269.
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makes sense in light of the clustering of experimental
conditions described below. While Hughes et al. identified
a group of profiles collectively related to “cell wall,” theDPM
clustering suggests that this large group forms smaller,
distinctly regulated subclusters. Recent literature looking at
cell wall proteins suggests that distinct functions—for
example, controlling osmotic pressure, responding to phy-
sical stress, maintaining cell wall integrity, and providing a
protein scaffold—may share proteins and have overlapping
regulatory mechanisms [27]. Furthermore, the signaling
pathways involve cross talk among MAPK kinase pathways
[28]. For example, sets of cell wall proteins, such as the PAU
family, are activated by pheromone signaling, by global
stress signaling, as well as the calcineurin-mediated signal-
ing, suggesting multiple modes of regulation.
Likewise, rather than finding a single large group of
transcripts specific to the PKC/calcineurin cluster as in [4],
we find this group split among other TCs. Hughes et al.
identified this group as comprising genes activated when
yeast are treated with FK506 or cyclosporin-A. Both
compounds affect calcineurin, a serine/threonine phospha-
tase implicated in intracellular ion homeostasis, adaptation
to mating pheromone treatment, and mitosis. However, the
two compounds are thought to act through different path-
ways. Hughes et al. list 42 transcripts as part of this PKC/
calcineurin gene cluster. Of these, we find 31 in five different
TCs. Ten transcripts are found in TC 2 (cell wall), 11 in TC 12
(cell wall), eight in TC 16 (beta-alanine biosynthesis), and
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TABLE 1
List of ORFs in TCs
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one each in TC 4 (monosaccharide transport) and TC 5. It is
known that PKC is part of a MAPK cascade involved in cell
wall integrity. It has cross talk with other MAPK cascades
including pheromone response, osmolarity, and filamentous
growth. All told, five of the 17 TCs are associated with the
cell wall. Recent work indicates that beyond providing
structural support, components of the cell wall are involved
in diverse functions from uptake of nutrients/metabolism to
energy generation [28]. Likewise, formation of the shmoo
during mating involves not only signal transduction by
mating factor but also rearrangement of the cytoskeleton and
cell wall.
Finally, we identified a cluster (TC 9) that does not
appear to be covered by those defined by Hughes et al. The
best GO term matches are “siderophore transport” (process
GO), “iron ion transporter activity” (function GO), and
“endosome” (component GO).
3.2 Clustering by Experimental Conditions
Clustering of the expression profiles by experimental
conditions identifies those yeast mutants or compounds
that have similar effects on all transcripts. In Fig. 4, we show
that a minimum of about 15 components is necessary, and
the data supports up to about 30.
Fig. 5 shows the clustering of the experimental condi-
tions, which has an interpretation similar to that of Fig. 3.
After prefiltering the 300 compendium experiments, 194 ex-
pression profiles including 60 “wild types” remained.
“Wild types” represent control experiments testing neither
chemical treatment nor gene knockout, but yet had at least
one ORF whose expression changed more than twofold.
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TABLE 2
List of Mutants in Experimental Conditions Clusters (ECs)
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TABLE 3
Summary of SGD GO Annotations for TCs
TABLE 4
Summary of SGD GO Annotations for ECs
TABLE 5
Summary of SGD GO Annotations for ECs Described by Hughes et al. [4]
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(These were explicitly excluded from the cluster analysis of
Hughes et al.)
From Fig. 5, 16 experiment clusters (ECs) are apparent.
This is in contrast to the 13 identified by Hughes et al. [4].
As with the transcript response clustering, it can be seen
that some clusters are bipartite (e.g., ECs 5, 7, and 11), and
there is a region of diffuse clusters (ECs 9-14). Closer
examination suggests there may be smaller clusters within
this region. Also, two clusters (ECs 13 and 14) may be
considered to be overlapping. In addition, a dendrogram
using the dissimilarity measure defined above is shown in
Fig. 6, which may be compared to the supplementary
material of [4, Fig. 3B].
Apart from EC 1, other ECs correspond closely, although
not exactly, to those identified by Hughes et al. For
example, the Hughes et al. cluster rnr1/HU overlaps with
our EC 3 with the exception of MMS. We both find a histone
deacetylase group (EC 4), an ergosterol biosynthesis group
(EC 7), a mating group (EC 8), a V-ATPase/iron regulation
group (EC 9), and a mitochondrial group (EC 15). The
“ribosome/translation” group identified by Hughes et al.
overlaps with EC 6, which is associated with the molecular
process GO term of “rRNA processing.”
A major difference between Hughes et al. and our DPM
results involves profiles identified as “cell wall.” Hughes
et al. identified 13 expression profiles as part of a “cell wall”
group. However, we find three distinct clusters within this
group. Knockouts for two tetracycline-driven genes, tet-
KAR2 and tet-CDC42, cluster together as EC 2 with a co-
occurrence probability close to 100 percent; this cluster does
not overlap with any other. In addition, tunicamycin and
yer083 form a cluster (identified as EC 10) with a co-
occurrence probability around 85 percent, clearly apart from
other profiles. Tunicamycin is thought to disrupt protein
glycosylation in yeast [29], while yer083c has recently been
identified as localized to the ER and involved in trafficking
cell wall proteins [30], [31]. The remaining members appear
in EC 13 which is associated with “incipient bud site” as its
best component GO term. Thus, while all 13 members do
involve proteins associated with the cell wall, it may be seen
that multiple processes or functions are being affected.
Recent work has indicated the cell wall stress influences
many genes through diverse signaling pathways and
different transcription factors [27], [32].
Hughes et al. identify a single cluster containing the
sir mutants. Sir proteins are involved in global gene
regulation through chromatin restructuring. However, by
DPM clustering, we find each sir knockout in a different
cluster: sir2 in EC 7 (ergosterol), sir3 in EC 16 (wild
type), and sir4 in EC 6 (rRNA processing). We note that
association of sir2 with EC 7 is at a co-occurrence
probability of 60 percent, and association of sir4 with
EC 6 is at 30 percent. This suggests that while the SIR
proteins are not strongly affiliated with any other group or
each other globally, there may be a subset of specific
transcripts that are strongly affected. It is possible that
while there are few coregulated transcripts, their regulation
may be highly similar. The expression profile of the
sir2 mutant is most similar to that of imp2’ (YIL154C) at
a co-occurrence probability close to 80 percent. Sir2p is
involved in chromatin silencing; disruption causes pro-
blems with DNA repair while slight overexpression in-
creases the life span of yeast and C. elegans [33], [34]. It is
known that caloric restriction increases Sir2p activity.
Imp2p is a transcription factor that activates galactose,
maltose, and raffinose utilization [35] as well as mediating
oxidative damage to DNA [36]. Similarity in the expression
profiles of these two mutants might be because the set of
genes derepressed by the sir2 mutant overlap somewhat
with those regulated by Imp2p. Alternately, both mutants
might exhibit similar global effects.
The isw1, isw2 group found by Hughes et al. contains
four expression profiles (isw1, isw2, isw1/2, and hst3). We
identify EC 12 containing isw1, isw1/isw2, isw2, and ras2 but
instead put hst3 as part of the larger ECs 13/14. The ISW
proteins are ATPases and are likely part of a protein
complex involved in chromatin remodeling [37]. Ras2p is a
GTP-binding protein involved in nitrogen starvation re-
sponse, sporulation, and filamentous growth [38]. Hst3p is
part of the Sir protein family of histone deacetylases and
thought to be involved multiple functions including
telomeric silencing [39]. As noted above, while Hughes
et al. placed the Sir proteins into a single cluster, we find
them distributed thought several clusters. However, exam-
ination of the dendrogram (Fig. 6) indicates that EC 12 may
be considered a “subcluster” within the larger ECs 13/14
and is joined to the subcluster containing hst3.
3.3 Discussion
Although the use of clustering methods (in particular,
agglomerative hierarchical clustering) has rapidly become
one of the standard computational approaches in the
literature of microarray gene expression data, little attention
has been paid to uncertainty in the results obtained.
Kerr and Churchill [40] have proposed the use of a
bootstrap method to assess the results of clustering in a
statistically quantifiable manner. However, their approach
requires the fitting of a linear statistical (ANOVA) model to
the microarray data to obtain least squares estimates of the
differential expression of a given gene, which are then used
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Fig. 4. Number of represented components for the clustering of the
experimental conditions. This figure shows that the relative number of
components along the MCMC run varies between about 15 and 30.
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as inputs to the bootstrap process. An alternative para-
metric bootstrap approach has been described by Zhang
and Zhao [41] which uses estimates of the standard errors in
gene expression measurements to simulate data from a
lognormal distribution. Hughes et al. [4] describe a
permutation procedure to calculate p-values for the sig-
nificance of branching in a dendrogram produced by
agglomerative hierarchical clustering, under the null
hypothesis that the branching was not significant. However,
hierarchical clustering is a bottom-up algorithm. It starts
with each data point assigned to its own cluster and
iteratively merges the two closest clusters together until all
the data belongs to a single cluster. Consequently, the
results presented by Hughes et al. (supplementary informa-
tion to [4, Fig. 3B]) only appear to show strong confidence
for the branches at the lowest level of the dendrogram. In
contrast, the dendrogram produced from the DPM proce-
dure (Fig. 6) represents a full probabilistic measure of the
(dis)similarity of two gene expression profiles.
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Fig. 5. Co-occurrence probabilities of the 194 ECs. This figure shows the number of times, out of 100 samples, that the indicator variables for
two experimental conditions were equal. This may be interpreted as the probability pij that two experimental conditions i and j belong to the same
cluster, and the different colors represent this probability. Numbers 1-16 indicated in the margins refer to the ECs discussed in detail in the text. The
subfigures represent a magnified view of portions of the larger figure. A larger version of this figure is available in the supplementary materials, which
can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TCBB.2007.70269.
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DPM models provide a nonparametric Bayesian alter-
native to the bootstrap approach to modeling uncertainty in
gene expression clustering. Medvedovic et al. have applied
infinite Gaussian mixture (or DPM) models to the clustering
of time series gene expression data using spherical Gaus-
sians with diagonal covariances [12], [13]. Similar ap-
proaches have also recently been described in [16].
However, these approaches do not explicitly model the
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Fig. 6. Dendrogram of the dissimilarity measure of the 194 ECs. 1 pij defines a dissimilarity measure, which can be input to one of the standard
linkage algorithms used for hierarchical clustering. Results are shown for the dendrogram obtained by average linkage. The numbers on the left side
of the figure and yellow and pink boxes indicate ECs discussed in detail in the text. Labels on the right-hand side (and green boxes) indicate clusters
assigned by Hughes et al. A larger version of this figure is available in the supplementary materials, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TCBB.2007.70269.
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correlations between subsequent time points which would
be expected to occur in time series data, and the use of
diagonal covariances may result in more clusters than
necessary to model such correlations. Lui et al. have recently
extended their previous work to use full-covariance models
for time series [14]. Since these authors are clustering short
time series, inference in the space of the original data is
feasible. In contrast, in the complementary approach we
describe here, we apply the DPM method to high-dimen-
sional nontime series data. Inference is carried out in a low-
dimensional projection of this space after dimensionality
reduction by principal component analysis, which makes it
possible to use Gaussians with full-covariance matrices,
which would be very computationally expensive in the
original high-dimensional space as each sampling step has a
cubic computational dependency on the dimensionality.
Bayesian approaches to clustering gene expression data
have recently received much attention. Heard et al. [42]
propose an agglomerative clustering procedure for gene
expression time series curves based on a Bayesian merging
score, but unrelated to DPMs. Heller and Ghahramani [43]
proposed a different Bayesian hierarchical clustering (BHC)
procedure which implements a non-MCMC inference
procedure for DPMs. This BHC algorithm can be used to
scale DPM learning and inference to very large data sets at
the cost of only partially representing the uncertainty in the
cluster assignments. The MCMC procedure we present in
this paper is more computationally demanding but captures
more completely the sources of uncertainty. In [44], model-
based clustering procedures based on loss functions are
derived. An integer program is identified for finding a
single clustering that best matches the posterior co-occur-
rence probabilities.
Recently, Bidaut et al. [45] have reanalyzed the data of
Hughes et al. using “Bayesian decomposition” to place the
experimental profiles into patterns (clusters). The highest
scoring (high persistence) genes in the patterns were
annotated using the MIPS database [46] to assign the pattern
to a cellular pathway. Fifteen patterns were discovered, six
of which are assigned to MIPS pathways. Bidaut et al. find
that ssn6 and tup1 appear in many of their patterns,
albeit at low persistence. In contrast, with DPM modeling,
we find that ssn6 and tup1 cluster together although
weakly (EC 1—co-occurrence probability of 30 percent) and
apart from other experimental profiles. This is reinforced by
the dendrogram (Fig. 6) which shows while the tup1 and
ssn6 profiles cluster away from the others, they are yet on
very long branches from each other. Clustering of these two
knockouts is supported by the fact that Tup1p and Ssn6p are
thought to form a protein complex. As previously men-
tioned, both proteins are transcription factors involved in
glucose/catabolic repression although with different but
overlapping sets of targets [39].
Patterns 13 and 15 identified by Bidaut et al. [45] are
given significance as distinguishing between those genes
involved in MAPK signaling mating versus those involved
in filamentous growth. While these are two distinct cellular
functions, they share signaling components. Bidaut et al.
suggest that these groups can be distinguished by whether
the genes are regulated by Ste12p or the Ste12p-Tec1p
complex. In our clustering of experimental conditions, all of
the ste deletion mutants plus the fus3, kss1 double
mutant cluster together (EC 8—component GO term: mating
projection). The fus3 single mutant appears in EC 8,
together with other genes annotated by the GO molecular
function term indicating MAPK activity. However, when we
look at the top genes associated with the Bidaut patterns, six
of the top 10 genes in pattern 13 are part of TC 6 (component
GO: mating projection tip), while seven of the top 10 genes
in pattern 15 are part of our TC 3 (component GO:
retrotransposon nucleocapsid).
4 CONCLUSION
DPM models provide a nonparametric Bayesian alternative
to the bootstrap approach to modeling uncertainty in gene
expression clustering. Unlike methods based on a single
clustering of the data, the approach computes the prob-
ability that two genes belong to the same cluster while
taking into account the main sources of model uncertainty,
including the number of clusters and the location of
clusters. Biologically plausible results are obtained from
the Rosetta compendium of expression profiles which
extend previously published cluster analyses of this data.
Our results not only confirm many of the previously
published clusters identified in this data set but also
provide new biological insights by revealing a finer level
of granularity in the clustering. In particular, our method
was able to distribute general stress response and carbohy-
drate metabolism and amino acid biosynthesis groups into
more specific clusters. While previous analyses have
identified a group of profiles collectively related to cell
wall functions, our results also suggest that this large group
forms smaller, distinctly regulated subclusters. These
results are consistent with recent literature on cell wall
proteins which suggests that distinct functions—for exam-
ple, controlling osmotic pressure, responding to physical
stress, maintaining cell wall integrity, and providing a
protein scaffold—may share proteins and have overlapping
regulatory mechanisms.
APPENDIX
Additional files,
. File 1—Tab-delimited file of Component GO terms
for Transcript Response Clusters: Supp_ Table_1.txt,
. File 2—Tab-delimited file of Functional GO terms for
Transcript Response Clusters : Supp_ Table_2.txt,
. File 3—Tab-delimited file of Process GO terms for
Transcript Response Clusters: Supp_ Table_3.txt,
. File 4—Tab-delimited file of Component GO terms
for Experimental Clusters: Supp_Table_4.txt,
. File 5—Tab-delimited file of Functional GO terms for
Experimental Clusters: Supp_Table_5.txt,
. File 6—Tab-delimited file of Process GO terms for
Experimental Clusters: Supp_Table_6.txt,
. File 7—Large version of Figure 3: Fig03-largeNew.tif,
. File 8—Large version of Figure 5: Fig05-largeNew.tif,
and
. File 9—Large version of Figure 6: Fig06-largeNew.tif,
can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library
at http://doi . ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TCBB.2007.70269.
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